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Abst rac t - -KdV equation is one example of infinite-dimensional H miltonian systems. In this 
paper, we consider a Fourier spectral approximation a d a collocation approximation for the KdV 
equation with emphasis on its Hamiltonian ature. In particular, we analyze the relations between 
the Fourier spectral method and the collocation method and in this manner we naturally show that 
several conservation laws of the KdV equation can be preserved for the collocation method. (~) 2000 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Hamiltonian equations have some intrinsic properties, i.e., preservations of Poisson brackets, 
the conservation laws, and symmetries. For the numerical study, we always look for those dis- 
cretizations which can preserve as much as possible these properties. From this point of view, 
some semidiscrete numerical methods which are based on spectral methods have been devel- 
oped [1-3]. Based on the translation invariance of the Hamiltonian equations, Van Grossen and 
Van Beckum [1] got the model consistent discretizations of Hamiltonian equations. Wang [2] dis- 
cussed the semidiscrete Fourier spectral approximation and considered in detail the KdV equation 
and the long water wave equation. Semidiscrete methods which can preserve Hamiltonian func- 
tional were described in [3]. These semidiscrete numerical methods are mainly Fourier spectral 
methods and collocation methods from the Hamiltonian point of view. Compared with the stan- 
dard Fourier spectral methods and collocation methods, these methods pay more attention to the 
Hamiltonian structures of infinite-dimensional Hamiltonian systems. In this paper, we consider a 
Fourier spectral approximation and a collocation approximation for the KdV equation. In partic- 
ular, we analyze the relations between the Fourier spectral method and collocation method. As 
a consequence, naturally we show that the preservations of mass, momentum, and Hamiltonian 
functional of the KdV equation can be retained for the collocation method. 
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This paper is organized in the following way. In the next section, we give a brief description 
of infinite-dimensional Hamiltonian equations. Then, in Section 3, we introduce Fourier spectral 
methods and collocation methods for infinite-dimensional Hamiltonian systems. In the last sec- 
tion, we consider the Fourier spectral approximation and the collocation approximation for the 
KdV equation. Moreover, we give some conclusions about conservation laws and the relations 
between these two approximations. 
2. SOME FACTS OF HAMILTONIAN EQUATIONS 
We now review some facts of Hamiltonian equations. Let F be a set of smooth functions which 
are periodic on R and F be a class of smooth functions defined on F. 
A Poisson bracket defined on 9~ x $- is a mapping { , } : 5 v × 5 v ) 5 r that satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(i) { , } is bilinear and antisymmetric, 
(ii) { , } satisfies Jacobi's identity, 
{{79, Q}, n} + {{n, 79}, Q} + {{Q, n}, 79} = 0, 
(iii) { , } satisfies Leibnitz' rule, 
{79Q, 7e} = 79 {Q, n} + {79, n} Q, 
for all functionals 79, Q, 7~ C ~-. 
For functional 7~ = fH(x ,u( ,~))dx,  u(n) __~ (U lx,ux,... , 2  u'~xJ, uxi denotes the ith derivative 
of u, 57-l/5u is the variational derivative of the functional 7-/. Usually, the expression for a 
Poisson bracket has the form 
579 D ~Q, (2.1) 
D is called Hamiltonian operator, in most instances, D will be a linear differential operator. 
Given Hamiltonian functional 7-/, Hamiltonian equation takes the form 
D ~ (2.2) Ut ~ U" 
Conservation laws--first integrals of Hamiltonian equation (2.2)--are determined by Poisson 
structure completely. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A first integral of equation (2.2) is a functional 79 c 5F, for which 
79 ( u ( t ) ) = constant, for all t. 
THEOREM 2.2. 7 9 is a first integral if and only if79 satisfies {79, 7-/} = 0. 
Note that d79(u(t)) = {79, 7-/}, Theorem 2.2 is easy to prove. Because of the antisymmetry of
{ , }, the Hamiltonian functional 7-/is always a first integral. 
As an example, we consider the KdV equation 
ut + uxxx + 6UUx : O. (2.3) 
The KdV equation can be written as Hamiltonian form 
(2.4) 
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where the Hamiltonian operator is/)1 = 0x, the Hamiltonian functional is 7"/i -- f ((1/2)u~ -
u 3) dx. The KdV equation can be written as Hamiltonian form in another way, i.e., 
ut = O~xx + uO~ +-~ux 5u ' (2.5) 
where the Hamiltonian operator is/)2 = axxx + (2b/3)uOx + (b/3)uxI, b = 6, the Hamiltonian 
functional is 7-/2 = - f (1 /2)u  2 dx. The second form is due to [4]. 
Naturally, 7-/1 and 7~2 are conservation laws of the KdV equation. Since 
d-t -~u dx = O, 
f u dx is also a conservation law of the KdV equation. 
Above we only give a brief survey of Hamiltonian equations. For the detailed knowledge of 
Hamiltonian equations we refer the reader to [5-7]. 
3. FOURIER SPECTRAL  METHODS 
AND COLLOCATION METHODS 
We can find much of the material of this section in [3]. But we still repeat hese material for 
the purpose of analyzing the relations between the Fourier spectral method and the collocation 
method for the KdV equation. 
Let F be the set of smooth periodic functions on R with period 27r. The L2-inner product 
on F is defined by 
F (p,q) = pqdx, Vp, q E F. 7[" 
Write B = span{¢ l , . . . ,  CN} C F, here ~1, . . . ,  ~bN is a set of orthogonal base functions for B. 
I : F ~ B is a projection, 
N 
Iu = ~ Ck~k = eft, 
k=l 
'/Z = ('/~1, " ' ' ,  ?2N) T , ¢ = (¢1,. . . ,  CN). 
Projection I defines a mapping _T 
: F ~ R N, ¢ Iu  = Iu. 
Viewed as a mapping from B , R N, I has inverse ~f-1 : RN ~ B, ~f-l~2 = eft. Set ¢i = 
~i/(~Pi, ~bi). Similarly, we may define I1, ~fl, all -1 with respect o base functions ~b i, i = 1 , . . . ,  N. 
Hamiltonian equation (2.2) has the special Poisson structure, so we can exploit it to design 
numerical approximations. We discretize Hamiltonian operator / )  and functionals, then a nu- 
merical bracket can be defined. As the continuous case, the approximating system is determined 
by the numerical bracket. 
The discretization of Hamiltonian operator 7:) is 
7~):a N ~ R N, 
where/~i-1~3 = gN=l  ~)i~) i .  The discretization of a functional 79 is 
7 5 (~) = / P (Iu) dx. 
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Let ~ be the set of discrete functionals, then we define a bracket on 9 c, 
( I ( )  (o, o,) 75,~ =v75v vQ ~ v75= ~ 
which is an approximation of bracket {7 ), Q}. Bracket (3.1) determines approximating system 
dt 
If I is the orthogonal projection 
N 
i=1 
then (3.2) is the Fourier spectral approximation of equation (2.2). 
bracket (3.1) is 
T 
: 
T 
Set ~ = (@, . . . ,~g) ,  the 
(3.3) 
in which 77 = f-~-r:D-¢dx is a matrix and its element is ~ij = f ¢iOx~J dx. The approximating 
system is 
d~ ~(v~)T (3.4) 
dt 
Because V75 -- f(57:'/Su)¢ dx, bracket (3.3) can also be written as 
= v75iDi~-~ (3.5) 
(3.6) 
and the approximating system (3.4) can be written as (by (3.5)) 
d~ = ~VI 6U_. (3.7) 
dt 5u 
Sometimes, the Jacobi's identity is not satisfied by the bracket (3.3), then/ )  is not a Hamilton- 
ian operator. If Z) is still a Hamiltonian operator, then (3.4) is a finite-dimensional Hamiltonian 
system. Similar to the continuous case, the conservation laws of (3.4) are determined by numer- 
ical bracket. A function 7~(Iu) is a conservation law if and only if {7 5, 7Y} = 0. Obviously, /} is 
antisymmetric, so (3.4) always preserves conservation law 7/. 
Let ¢i, i = 1, . . . ,  N be aset  of base functions, for which 
~Pi(xj)=Sij= { 1, i= j ,  x3 E[-Tr, Tr], j= I , . . . ,N  
O, iC j ,  
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and <~bi, ~bJ ) = 6ij are satisfied. If projection Ic is defined by 
N 
IcU = ~ U (XJ ~i, 
i=1 
for u E F, 
then we get the collocation approximation of equation (2.2). Bracket (3.1) becomes 
: 
T 
(3.s) 
where /~c is a matrix and its element is (8c)~j = /)~J(x.~). The approximating system (3.2) 
becomes 
dt 
If 8c is a Hamiltonian operator, then (3.9) is a finite-dimensional Hamiltonian system. 
4. SEMIDISCRETE APPROXIMATIONS 
FOR KDV EQUATION AND AN ANALYSIS 
In this section, we first discuss the Fourier spectral approximation for KdV equation. We 
suppose that KdV equation has periodic boundary condition. Take the orthogonal basis 
2' i=1 ,  
~ i= coskx, i=2k ,  k=1,2 , . . . ,  (4.1) 
sinkx, i = 2k + l, k = l, 2 . . . .  , 
as the base functions and set B = span(el . . . .  , 
1, i=1 ,  
~b i = cos__kx, i = 2k, 
7r 
sinkx i = 2k + 1, 
71" 
~b2N+l), the cbrresponding ~i is 
k = 1,2, . . . ,  
k= l ,2  . . . . .  
(4.2) 
It might appear as if the discretizations of equations (2.4) and (2.5) would lead to different 
approximating systems. But this is not the case. We would apply the following lemma to show 
that we obtain the same approximating system when we discretize quations (2.4) and (2.5). 
LEMMA 4.1. The discretizations of  equations (2.4) and (2.6) would lead to the same approxi- 
mating system, i.e., 
T T 
dt 
PROOF. For base functions ~b~, i = 1, . . . ,  N, we have 
IOx~P, = 0~I~,  i = 1 , . . . ,  N.  (4.3) 
Writing (ST l l /6U)( Iu)  as 
(67% _ i57-l~ I ~ (z~) + (z~) (lu) 
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we get 
IOz~-~ (Iu) = IOxI~ul (Iu) + IOx (~ul  (Iu) - I ~7-ll (zu)) 
\-~-~(~ z e~lW (~u/) 
= 0~I -~ ~ ( I~) .  
So the discretization ofequation (2.4) is (by (3.7)) 
da ] lO~( Iu ) .  
dt 
The discretization ofequation (2.5) is 
- -  - 16~e d~_ h)~ (I~) (I~). 
dt -~u 
Since (~7-12/Su)(Iu) is linear, we have 
d~ _ ]I7)2 (Iu) 6~2 (Iu). d--i- -~  
Noting that 
we obtain 
i . e . ,  
91 ~"~1 (IU) = ~)2 (IU) 6~'{2 (IU) ~ , 
d~z = lID1 6~1 (Zu) = lID2 (Zu) 67-£2 (Iu) 
d--/ ~ ~ ' 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
T T 
dt 
As an example, we consider the approximating system for N = 1. By the above analysis, 
75i= 0 
1 
7r 
the approximating system is 
df i  /)i (VT~i) T d~ = " (4.s) 
For 
f)2 = 
-2fi3 2?22 0 
7r 7r 
2U3 1 2fil 
0 ----+ 
71" 71" 71" 
-2~22 1 2~1 
0 
71" 71" 71" 
7-I 2 : --Tr -b -b , 
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the approximating system is 
dfi (vT/2)T /4.9/ 
dt 
They all give the same approximation 
d~l 
~0,  
dt 
du2 
= u3 - 3u1~3, (4.10) 
dt 
d~3 
= 3~1~2 - ~2. 
dt 
For N = 1, it is easy to verify that ~1 and 7P2 are all Hamiltonian operators, so the ap- 
proximating system can be written as (4.8) and (4.9) two different Hamiltonian forms. For 
N > 1, /)1 is a constant antisymmetric matrix, so (4.4) is a finite-dimensional Hamiltonian 
system [5]. For N > 1, it can be verified that 7)2 is not a Hamiltonian operator (the Jacobi's 
identity will not be satisfied). So though the approximations (4.4) and (4.5) are identical, the 
approximating system loses the Poisson structure given by Hamiltonian operator T)2 and only 
preserves the Poisson structure given by Hamiltonian operator 7:) 1. 
The discretization of KdV equation can be written as (4.7) and 7Pl, /)2 are antisymmetric, 
so 7/1 and 7/2 are conservation laws of approximating system. Because 
= 0, 
(by (3.6)) 
(by (4.3)) 
(since 1 E B) 
Set 
(~i,~ j) =~ij, ~i(xjr)=~j, xj c [-~,~], j= -N  . . . .  ,N. (4.11) 
A = 
2N+l  
1 1 
COS X-N  COS X_(N_ I )  
sin X_N sin X_(N_I ) 
cosNx_N cosNx_(N_ I )  
s inNx_N s inNx_(N_l )  
.. 1 
• • cos  x N 
• • sin XN 
• • cos  NXN 
• • s inNxN 
in which xj = jAx ,  Ax  = 2~r/(2N + 1), IJl <- N. A is invertible and its inverse is 
1 
cosx-N sinx-/v ""  cosNx_N s inNx-g  
A-I_~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1 
cos XN s in  XN ""  cOS Nx g sin NXN 
We define ~ -- ~bA. 
A 
f u dx is also a conservation law. 
We next consider the collocation method and analyze the relations between Fourier spectral 
method and collocation method for KdV equation. 
First, we look for a suitable set of base functions ~i, i = -N , . . . ,  N, which satisfy 
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LEMMA 4.2. ~i, i = -N , . . . ,N ,  is a set of base functions, for which 
<~i ,~j> : AXS i j ,  ~ i (X j )  = 5ij  
are satis~ed. 
PROOF. Base function ~ can be written as 
~i - 2N + 1 ,cosx, sinx,... ,cosNx, sinNx 
) 2  cosk(x 
- 2N+l  + 
k=l  
N 1 
- 2N+1 E eik(~-x~) 
k=-N 
1 
COS X i 
sinx~ 
cosNx~ 
sinNx~. 
(4.12) 
Then, 
sin(2N + 1)(x - xi)/2 
= (2N + 1) sin(x - xi)/2' x # xi, 
1, X : X i .  
(4.13) 
N N 1 / 
(2N+ 1) 2 E eik(x-x~) E ei'~(x-xJ)dx 
k=-N m=-N 
1 E e -i(kx'+mx¢) / e i(k+m)x dx 
(2N + 1) 2 Ikl,Iml<N 
27r 
(2N + 1) 2 E e-i(k~'+m~) 
kTm=0 
Ikl,tml<N 
27r 
(2N + 1) 2 E eik(x~-~') 
tk l~N 
21r i = j, 
= 257~ 1' (by (4.13)) 
O, i# j ,  
= AxS~j. 
By (4.13), we have ~i(xj) = 5ij. 
(by (4.12)) 
By Lemma 4.2, ~i are defined by ~ = ~/Ax  and <~, ~J} = 5~j, ~(x j )  = 5~j are satisfied. 
We now consider the collocation approximation of the KdV equation. By the previous discus- 
sion, equation (2.4) has discrete system 
du _- ~)lc (V'}~I) T d-~ ' (4.14) 
where 7~1c is the discretization ofHamiltonian operator :D1. (/)lc)~j can be calculated by 
(Z)lc)ij = Ox~j (xi) (4.15) 
N i 
-- (2N + 1) Ax E keik(x~-x~)' (by (4.12)). 
k=-N 
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If i = j ,  obviously (7}l¢)ij = 0, so we assume i # j. Set 
N 
SN= 
m~-N 
e_im x = sin ((2N + 1) x~ 2) 
sin(x/2) 
then, 
me imx = iOxSN = i ((2N + 1)/2) cos((2N + 1)/2)x sin(x/2) - (1/2) cos(x/2) sin ((2N + 1) x/2) 
sin2(x/2) 
"m=--N 
(4.16) 
Thus, 
1 cos ((2N + 1)(z, - xj)/2) . . . .  (-1) i-j+1 (4.17) 
[ ~LDlc) ij : -  2~X sin((xi -- xj)/2) 2Axsin((x~ -- xj)/2)" 
~1c is a Hamiltonian operator, so (4.14) is a finite-dimensional Hamiltonian system. 
In fact, we can view (4.14) as a discrete system which can be obtained by Fourier spectral 
method. 
LEMMA 4.3. 
PROOF. 
(~)lc)ij = f qOiOxq Oj dx. 
f (fioz~J dx 1 Ax 2 f (fiOx(fj dx 
N 
47r2 =-N k=-N 
=2--~i E ke-i(mx~ +kxj ) 
kWm=O 
]kl,iml<_g 
N 
= __i E ke-ik(xJ-z~) 
2r 
k=-N 
N 
E ke ik(~-x.~) dx 
By (4.16), we have 
0, i = j, 
f (fiOx(fJ dx = (_ l ) i - j+ l  
2Axs in( (z i -  xj)/2)' i # j, 
- -  
Choosing (f = ( (~-N, . - . ,  (fiN) as base functions and defining 
N 
Is = E (fk' 
k=-N 
(4.18) 
we have 
where (7}ls)~j = f ~O~(f j dx. The corresponding Fourier spectral approximation is 
__di = ~18 (VT:/i) T 
dt 
(4.19) 
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Thus, by Lemma 4.3, we can view {75,. 6} = V~) lc (V~)  T as a bracket operation which are 
obtained by Fourier spectral method. Moreover, approximating equations (4.14) and (4.19) 
coincide, i.e., 
d~ = f)ls (~[1)T  = ~)lc (~72[1) Td-7 . (4.20) 
What we need to point out is that since [~ # f,, the initial values of (4.14) and (4.19) are 
different, so their approximating solutions are different. 
By Lemma 4.3 and noting that ~ = ~bA, we have #i t  = (1/Ax2)ATJA, where Jij = 
f ~bia~bj dx. J can be written as MTf)IM, in which 
M = d iag  [(~bl, ~)1) , • • • , (~b2N+l, ~b2N+l}] , 
so ~1~ can be written as (1/Ax2)ATMTf)IMA. If we write L = MA, l;hen ~hlc = (1/Ax 2) 
LT f)IL. 
THEOREM 4.4. For collocation method, we have 
(i) f)lc = f31~ = (1/Ax2)LTf)IL, 
(ii) {73, 6} = Vg~#lc(VQ) T = VI3931s(VQ)-r = V73IsDlls(hQ/au) = f(aP/au)IsDlI, 
(hQ/hu) dx. 
The second part of Theorem 4.4 follows from (3.5) and (3.6). Choose ~i, i = -N , . . . ,N  
as base functions and Is as projection operator. Similar to Lemma 4.1, the Fourier spectral 
approximation of KdV equation can be written as 
( ( )s 
dfi ~)ls V~I  ~)2s V~2 , (4.21) 
dt 
here (g)2s)ij = fqoi2)2~d x. Combining (4.20) and (4.21), we have 
( )s ( )s ( )S 
dfi ~)lc V~I  ~)ls V~2 152s V~2 (4.22)" 
dt 
Thus, we can write the approximating system of equation (2.4) in two different ways. 
By Theorem 4.4, #is can be calculated by (1/AX2)LTfplL. Similarly, l)2~ (fi) can be calculated 
by (1/Ax2)LTf)2(CJ)L, where 5T = AfiT. 
For N = 1, the approximating system is given as follows: 
2 A=-~ 
1 1 1 
1 1 --~ 1 --~ 
,/5 ,/5 --~- o -~- 
M = 71" 
0 
27r 
L=MA=-~ 
1 
- -E  0 -~- 
f)lc = A-~ L T f)I L = 
0 
27r 
21r 
, ~1  = 
v~ 
27r 
v~ 
2~- 
1 
V/•" 
2rt 
v~ 
27r 
0 
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~2 (~) = 
--2v3 2v2 
0 
7r 7r 
2v3 0 _ 1 4- 2Vl 
71" 7l" 71" 
-2~2 1 2~)1 
0 
71" 7I" 71" 
~28(~) = v~ v~^ v~ 
~- I  - -  - -UO 
27r ~ ~r 
v~ ~ V~al -~-~ + - -  +- -  
71" - -  7T 
- - -  + u--1 + u0 27r 7r 7r 
0 
u 0 - - -u  1 
2~ ~ ~ 
The approximating equation is the following: 
, /5  , /g  ^  v~  ^  
U_ 1 - -  - -U l  
27r r 7r 
+ 
27r 7r 7r 
T T 
dt 
For N = 1, 7~2~ and 7~1c are Hamiltonian operators, so the approximating system of equa- 
tion (2.4) can be written as two different Hamiltonian forms. For N > 1, 7)2s is not a Hamiltonian 
operator, so the approximation given by 7~2s is not a finite-dimensional Hamiltonian system. 
Because the approximating system of equation (2.4) can be written as (4.23) and Dlc, D2~ are 
antisymmetric, ~1 and 7~2 are conservation laws of approximating system. By Theorem 4.4, 
, 7~1 = IsOzI~-~u = j X-~u dx = O, 
A 
so f u dx is also a conservation law. 
THEOREM 4.5. ~1,  ~2 and f u dx are conservation laws of  collocation approximation. 
REMARK. If we discretize quation (2.5) by collocation metl~od, D2c is not antisymmetrie, so the 
basic conservation law ~2 will be loses. 
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